
ACCALIA
an exquisite refashioning of the traditional fireplace concept.
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Boasting a sleek, understated design, the 
IGNIS® Accalia Recessed Ethanol Fireplace is 
quiet yet executed with great consequence 
down to the last detail. Perfect for both 
do-it-yourself projects or professional fireplace 
designs, Accalia lends a magnificent 
combination of style and warmth to any 
well-appointed space. Sitting smartly behind 
the high-quality, brushed stainless-steel frame, 
four IGNIS® ventless fireplace burners, of the 
like high-end metal, present themselves having 
been dropped into the black powder coated 
firebox that is settled into the wall of 
non-combustible material. The result is a 
temperature-altering 24,000 BTU (at its 
maximum ability) that will warm not only the 
room, but the onlookers heart and eyes through 
the contrasting black and orange. 

ACCALIA



IGNISⓇ 
QUALITY

Rethink Fire.™

304
stainless steel
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The clean burning, segmented fire 
ribbon is created by four separate 
IGNISⓇ eb1200 spill-proof burner 
inserts. Each is crafted using 
double-wall construction and stretch a 
combined 28 ½ inches long. The 
burners are equipped with an 
integrated sliding lid. This mechanism 
allows for the control of flame display, 
heat output and control of operative 
costs. Adjustable exclusively, Accalia 
promises the the ideal fireplace 
experience at a moment’s notice in a 
moment’s notice. 

THERE’S 
ONLY ONE 
IGNISⓇ

IGNISⓇ PATENTED

US D805,619 S
US D805,171 S

http://pdfpiw.uspto.gov/.piw?PageNum=0&docid=D0805619&IDKey=5CABBB940D33%0D%0A&HomeUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fpatft.uspto.gov%2Fnetacgi%2Fnph-Parser%3FSect1%3DPTO2%2526Sect2%3DHITOFF%2526u%3D%25252Fnetahtml%25252FPTO%25252Fsearch-adv.htm%2526r%3D1%2526f%3DG%2526l%3D50%2526d%3DPTXT%2526p%3D1%2526S1%3DD805%2C619%2526OS%3DD805%2C619%2526RS%3DD805%2C619
http://pdfpiw.uspto.gov/.piw?PageNum=0&docid=D0805171&IDKey=7ABF8F9D15AD&HomeUrl=http%3A%2F%2Fpatft.uspto.gov%2Fnetacgi%2Fnph-Parser%3FSect1%3DPTO2%2526Sect2%3DHITOFF%2526u%3D%25252Fnetahtml%25252FPTO%25252Fsearch-adv.htm%2526r%3D1%2526f%3DG%2526l%3D50%2526d%3DPTXT%2526p%3D1%2526S1%3DD805%2C171%2526OS%3DD805%2C171%2526RS%3DD805%2C171


ADORNING 
ACCALIA

As a measure of safety and cost 
effectiveness, you will receive Accalia 
with a piece of tempered glass that 
stands 4” high. The glass is secured to 
the fireplace by tasteful polished 
chrome clips that further the upscale 
aesthetic offered by this IGNIS® piece, 
which has become a legacy of the line.  
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EXQUISITE
EBONY Dark. Sensual. Romantic.

Revealing a discreet design language, the IGNIS® Accalia Black 
Recessed Bio Ethanol Fireplace is uncomplicated yet completed with 
great effect down to the final note. Uncomplicated enough for 
do-it-yourself projects and lavish enough for professional fireplace 
designs, the Accalia Black delivers a superb fusion of class and 
warmth to any well-appointed space. Settled behind the high-quality, 
black powder coated stainless-steel frame, four IGNIS® ethanol 
fireplace burners, of the like grade 304 stainless steel, introduce 
themselves. Each nestled into the firebox of the like finish that finds 
home in a wall of non-combustible material. The result is a 
supplemental heat source of 24,000 BTU (at its maximum ability) 
that will warm not only the room, but the outlook of those in its 
surround through the contrasting display of obscure black and vivid 
orange. 
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APPROXIMATE HEAT OUTPUT
24,000

FUEL CAPACITY 6

APPROXIMATE BURN TIME 5

FLAME LENGTH 28.5

IGNISⓇ INTELLIGENCE

Accalia’s burn time and heat output are approximated. 
Environmental conditions dictate individual results. 
These conditions together with the amount of fuel in the 
burners’ reservoirs will also dictate the height of the 
flame. 

For the best fireplace experience, ensure that you store 
your IGNISⓇ bio ethanol fuel at room temperature and fill 
each reservoir to their maximum level. 

The burners employed by Accalia are adjustable. Simply 
slide the damper lid to adjust and extinguish.

PERFORMANCE

BTU

LITERS

HOURS

INCHES

ignisproducts.com • 855-MY-IGNIS

ACCALIA’S FIREPLACE EXPERIENCE MAY BE ENJOYED IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL ENVIRONS BOTH INDOORS AND OUTDOORS. 



by the 
numbers

ACCALIA MUST BE INSTALLED INTO A 

NON-COMBUSTIBLE SURROUND SUCH AS 

CONCRETE BACKER BOARD, STONE OR BRICK.

#rethinkfire

CUTOUT DIMENSIONS

A. WIDTH 61”
B. HEIGHT 17.5”
C. DEPTH 6.5”
D. BRACKET FROM TOP 4”
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